Friday, June 3, 2022

8:30am – Registration & Refreshments  Lobby Taché 2 Arts Complex, Room T2-145
9:00 - Keynote Address  John Lynch - *What Master Teachers Do*
10:00 - Plenary Session #1  Jacquie Dawson – *Between the Lines: Approaches to Score Study*
11:00 - Podium Time #1  Chamber Groups with Clinicians

12:00pm - Lunch (not provided)
1:30 - Plenary Session #2  Darrell Chrisp – *Embracing the Moment: A Hopeful Path Forward*
2:30 - Podium Time #2  Full Band with Clinicians
5:00 – *Fine*

Saturday, June 4, 2022

8:30am - Refreshments  Lobby Taché 2 Arts Complex, Room T2-145
9:00 - Plenary Session #3  John Lynch - *Expressive Movement for Communicative Performance*
10:00 - Podium Time #3  Chamber Groups with Clinicians

12:00pm - Lunch (not provided)
1:30 - Plenary Session #4  Jacquie Dawson – *The Engaged Learner*
2:30 - Podium Time #4  Full Band with Clinicians
5:00 - Closing Remarks  Jacquie Dawson
5:10 - *Fine*

*All conducting participants and registered observers attend all sessions*